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INTRODUCTION 
WE SHALL CONSIDER the category 3 of increasingly filtered simplicial sets and filtration 
preserving simplicial maps ($0). 
For XE~ and any coefficient group G, the cochain complex C*(X; G) is decreasingly 
filtered with FC*(X; G) consisting of all cochains which vanish on F,_,X. A spectral 
sequence arises from this filtration and is denoted simply by {E,PS4(X; G)}. Each term 
E,Pvq( ; G) is a contravariant functor on 5. 
A spectral operation on 5 of type {p, q, r, G; a, 6, t, G’) is a natural transformation of 
functors 
Efvq( ; G) --f E;*b( ; G’). 
The purpose of this paper is to determine all spectral operations in case t 2 r. It turns 
out that each operation 
E,P,“( ; G) + E,pTb( ; G’) 
(called a vertical operation) is given by an ordinary cohomology operation 
HP+4( ; G)--+ Hp+b( ; G’) 
and each operation 
E,Ps4( ; G) -+ Ef+r.b( ; G’) 
is a composite d,4 where 0 is an appropriate vertical operation and where d, is the differ- 
ential operator; finally, all operations of any other type (except t < r) vanish. A detailed 
statement is contained in Theorem (3.2). 
To achieve these results, we shall follow the Eilenberg-MacLane approach. In 92 
an object Fp4(G) of g and the fundamental class {t;} EE:,~(F~,~(G); G) are defined for the 
given functor E,PPq( ; G). Then Theorem (2.3) states that the pair (F,“*‘(G), {c}) isauniversal 
t This research was supported in part by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, under grant no. 
AF-AFOSR-520-64. 
$ The author would like to thank the referee for criticism and his suggestion in simplifying the proofs 
to Theorem (3.1) and Theorem (3.2). 
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example for E,P*q( ; G) in the sense that for any XE 5 and any class {x) E E,Psq(X; G) thereis 
a morphism in ij 
X : X -+ FFvq (G) 
such that 2*((c)) = {x}. Moreover, like the ordinary case (see [l]),a classification theorem 
is established (Theorem (2.4)). 
Then, in $3, we carry out the computation of Ef**(F,Pvq(G); G’); and with the aid of 
the classification theorem, Theorem (3.2) is proved. Finally, in $4, we illustrate how an 
ordinary cohomology operation induces a vertical spectral operation, and discuss the 
relation between our results and those of Araki, Vazquez, Kristensen [4] and Kuo [5]. 
The contents of this paper are one part of the author’s doctoral dissertation at the 
University of Chicago. The author is deeply in debt to his advisor, Professor S. MacLane, 
for advice and criticism. 
$0. PREPARATION 
A simplicial set is a sequence of sets X = {X0, Xi, . ..} together with operators 
di: X, + Xn_i, Si: X, + Xncl (i = 0, . . . . n) which satisfy certain commutation rules. (For 
details, see [3].) A simplicial set X is increa.singly$ltered if a sequence {F,X} of simplicial 
subsets FJ, n = 0, 1, . . . . is given such that FJ c F,, ,A’ for all n and X = U FJ. If X, 
Y are increasingly filtered simplicial sets, a simplicial map f: X-t Y preserves the filtration 
ifl(F,,X) c F” Y for all n. We shall let i’j denote the category of increasingly filtered simplicial 
sets and filtration preserving maps, and consider natural transformations 
E,P*4( ; G) --f E;*b( ; G’) 
of functors on &, as explained in the introduction. 
In the following, we recall briefly the Eilenberg-MacLane space 1U(n, n) and the acyclic 
space L(7c, n). 
Given an abelian group TL, K(n, n) is the simplicial set with K(n, n)q = Z”(A,; n) where 
A, is the standard q-simplex ([3]) and Z”(A,; n) is the set of all normalized n-cocycles of 
Aq; and L(x, n) is that with L(~I, n)q = C”(A,; n), the normalized n-cochains. The definition 
of the operators di, si can be found in [l]. The fundamental cochain 5 of L(n, n) is the 
n-cochain defined by 
r(Y) = Y(C.) 
for YE C”(A,; n), where c,, is the fundamental simplex or generator of A”. The restriction of 
5 to K(n, n) is a cocycle; its class [<I E H”(x, n; n) is called the fundumental class of K(n, n). 
For any normalized n-cochain y on a simplicial set X, there is a unique simplicial map 
7 : X --t L(n, n) 
such that T”(c) = y. Moreover, 7 maps X into K(n, n) if and only if y is a cocycle; two 
n-cocycles y, y’, are cohomologous if and only if 7 N 7’. A proof can be found in [l]. 
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01. A FUXDAMENTAL LEMMA 
The following lemma is well-known. 
LEMMA (1.1) (Fadell-Hurwicz [2]). If A is a decreasingly filtered cochain compk then 
the term Ef-4 of its spectral sequence is naturally isomorphic to the image ofthe homomorphism 
i* : HP+‘l(FPA/FP+rA) + HP+P(FP-‘+‘/FP+ ‘A) 
induced by the inclusion. 
Furthermore, the difj*erential 
,j, : E,P.4 __, Elp+r.‘?-r+ 1
is induced by the coboundary b for triples through the diagram 
i* 
HP+q(FPA/FP+‘A) , HP+4(FP-‘+ ‘A/FP+ ‘A) 
I 
I d I d i* 
Hp+q+ l(Fp+‘A/Fp+Z’A) - Hp+q+l(Fp+‘A/Fp+‘-‘A) 
We shall apply this lemma to C*(X; G), XE~. 
Given n > m, every cochain in F”C*(X; G) = C*(X, F,,,_,X; G) restricts to a cochain 
in C*(F,_,X, F,_,X; G). This restriction mapping is onto, since every cochain on F,_,X 
can be extended to a cochain on X. Its kernel is precisely.C*(X, F,,_tX; G) = F”C*(X; G). 
Thus, 
F’“C*(X; G)/F”C*(X; G) E C*(F,_ ix, F,_ ix; G). 
This isomorphism is a cochain mapping. Hence 
H*(FmC*(X; G)/F”C*(X; G)) z H*(F,_ ,X, F,_ ,X; G) 
for all n > m. 
We have proved: 
> 
LEMMA (1.2) (Fundamental Lemma). For XE~ and G any coefficient group, E,Pqq(X; G) 
is naturally isomorphic to the image of the homomorphism . 
i* : HP+4(Fp+,_ ,X, F,_ ,X; G) --f HP’q(FpX, F,_,X; G) 
induced by the inclusion i: (F,X, F,_,X) --f (F,+,_,X, Fp_l X). 
For {x} EE,P*~(X; G) bvith representative cochain x,. the corresponding element is i*[x], 
hchere [x] is the cohomology class of x in HP+q(Fp+,_lX, Fp_lX; G). 
Finally, the differential d, is induced by the coboundary operator 6 for triples through 
the commutatire diagram : 
i* 
HP+q(Fp+,_ ,X, F,_,X; G) - HP+4(FpX, F,_,X; G) . 
d 
I I 
6 
i* 
HPf4*’ ji’ 
( p+zr- ,X> Fp+r- ,X; G) - Hp+q+l(Fp+rX,‘FpX; G) 
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COROLLARY (1.3). Lef X, Y be objects in 5, and J g ~Homg(X, Y) with the property 
that 
then, for any q, 
(f{FJ) ‘Y (g(F,X) relative to F,_,X, 
f* = g* : E,Psq(Y; G) ---) Epq(X; G). 
$2. THE CONSl-RUCTION OF EILENBERG-MACLANE OBJECTS IN D 
DEFINITION (2.1). Given p, q, r, let F,“vq(G) E 5 be the simplicial set L(G, p + q) jiltered 
as follows: 
( 
e, OgiSp-1 
F,FfSq(G) = ’ 
\ 
K(G, p + q). p_lisp+r-1 
UG, P + 41, p+rsi 
where e is the degenerate simplicial subset whose only q-simplex is the identity element of the 
group c”(Ao; G), for each q. 
LEMMA (2.2). The fundamental cochain <E CPfq(Zp+q(Ap+q; G); G), defined in $0, 
represents an element (5) E E,P@q(F,P*q(G); . 
Proof. Since < vanishes on (the (p + q)-simplex of) e, and since Fp_,Frq(G) = e, 
~EF~C~+~(F~~(G); G). 
The restriction of r to K(G, p + q) is a cocycle and F,+,_,F,P~q(G) = K(G, p + q), hence 
6 [E Fp”‘CP+q+l(Ff*q(G); G), and the proof is complete. 
THEOREM (2.3). The contravariant functor EySq( ; G) on i’j admits the pair (F?“(G), 
{r}) as a universal example. 
Proof. Let x be any representative of {x}, xeFpC*(X; G), 6xe Fp”C*(X; G). 
The cochain x defines a simplicial map 
X : X + L(G, p + q) 
with n”(c) = x (see $0). 
To complete the proof, it suffices to show that X is actually a morphism in ?J of X into 
F!?(G). Indeed, .r~Fpc*(X; G) implies that x is the zero cochain on F,,_,X and SO 
_?(F,_,X) = e = F,_,F,P.q(G). And 6x~F p+rC*(X* G) implies that x is a cocycle on 
FP+,-lX and so Z(Fp+,_l x) c K(G, p + q) = FP~,_,F~~q(G). With these, it follows 
immediately that f preserves the filtration as a map of X into F:+‘(G). 
Theorem (2.4) (The Classification Theorem). Let XE 5 and {x}, {y} be any two elements 
in E,P*q(X; G) with respective representatives x and y, and associated simplicial maps f and 
1. Then, {x} = {y} s and only il, the restrictions ZlF,X, )I(F,X are homotopic relative to 
F,_,X. 
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Proof. By the naturality of the injection i, the folloaing diagram is commutative: 
i* 
HpfqVp+r-J, F,-, ; G) b HP’q(F X, F _ X. G) 
t” 
P” 
T 
WF&.+,-lX)* @[F&,X)* 
i* 
HP+q(F,+,_ IF;*q(G), F,_ ,F,P*q(G); G) - HP+q(F,F,P*q(G), F,_,F,P*q(G); G) 
The same diagram is commutative when .? is replaced by y. 
Examining the definition of the filtration of F:*‘(G). we find that H*(FP+,_,F,PVq(G), 
FP_,F!.q(G); G) = H*(F,r;p,q(G),Fp_,F,P,q(G); G) = H*(K(G, p + q),e; G) = H*(K(G,p + q); 
G), the last isomorphism being true only for positive dimensions. The cohomology class 
[<I of the restriction of < to (FPF,Ps4(G), FP_,F,Peq(G)) is the ordinary fundamental class of 
IV’+~(K(G, p + 4); G). Hence 
(.?I (F,X, F,_,X))*[t] = i*[x], and 
(Yl (F,X, ~,-,xN*Kl = i*bJ1. 
The ordinary classification theorem for an Eilenberg-MacLane space then asserts that 
i*[.Y] = i*[y] 
if, and only if, (,flF,X) is homotopic to (YIFJ) relative to F,_,X. (See [I], Expose 9, 
Appendices.) 
Moreover, by the Fundamental Lemma, i*[x] = i*[y] if, and only if, (*Y) = {y}. 
Our theorem now follows immediately. 
93. THE COMPUTATION OF Efsb(fj”‘(G); n) 
THEOREM (3.1). If n is any abelian group, then d, is an isomorphism, and Ep.b(Ff.q(G);~) 
= 0 exceptjbr the follon’ing t,vo cases: 
(i) a = p, ts r, and then it is isomorphic to Hp+b(K(G, p + q); 7~). 
(ii) a = p + r, ts r, and then it is isomorphic to Hp+r+b- ‘(K(G, p + q); E) or to 
H p+r+b MG, P + q), K(G, P +d; n). 
Proof. Examining the definition of the filtration of F,Pv4(G), we find 
F,F,“vq(G) = F,_,F,P*q(G) unless a = p or p + r. 
Using the Fundamental Lemma, it follows that 
Ef’b(FFSq(G); n) = 0 unless a = p or p + r, 
and that (writing F1 for F,Ffvq(G)) 
EYb(Fi’“(G); n) E Hp+b(F,, F,_ I ; n) z Hp+b(K(G, p + q), e; n) 
E;+‘*b(F,“*q(G); n) z IY~+‘+~(&,+~, F~+,_ 1 ; n) 
= ~P+r+b(L(G, p + q), K(G, p + q); x) 
ZH p+r+b- ‘(K(G, p + q); x) 
since L(G, p + q) is contractible. 
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Now, a glance at the usual picture of a spectral sequence shows that d, = . . . = d, = 0, 
and so E:s* = E?***. Moreover. we claim that E:* = 0. In fact, let t be large, then 
Ezb= E:.b z Im[HPib(Fp+r_,,F~_,; n) - HPfb(Fp,Fp-*; i7)J 
EPfr.b = E;+r.b ‘v 
3c - ImCH ( p+r+b F F p+r+t- 1 p+r- 19 . n) - HP+r+b(Fp+r, Fp+r: n)], 
both vanish since H*(Fp+t_l, Fp_I; n) = H*(Fp+,, F,+,_,;x)=H*(L(G,p+q),e;n)=O. 
It follows that every element of Eff’sb must be in the image of d, and that no non-zero 
element of EFsb can be in the kernel of d,; hence d, is an isomorphism, and Et*** = 0 for 
I > r. The proof of Theorem (3.1) is complete. 
In the following, let 9 {p, q, r, G; a, 6, t, n} denote the set of all spectral operations: 
EfP4( , G) - Efsb( , n) on 5. 
THEOREM (3.2). (i) 9 {p.q, r, G; a, b, t, x) = 0 ift > r or ifa # p anda # p+r. 
(ii) 9 {p, (I, r, G; p, b, r, nj can be mapped bijecticel-v to Hpfb(K(G, p + q); x); the 
correspondence is established b,v mapping TED {p, (I, r, G; p, b, r, x> to T{<j, as an element 
ofHp+‘(K(G, p + q); n). 
(iii) 9 {p, q, r, G; p + r, 6, r, II) can be mappelf bijecticely to Hp+‘+b(L(G, p + q) 
K(G, p + q); n) or to Hp+‘fb-’ K G ( ( , p + q); 7-r); the correspondence isestablished in the same 
manner. 
(iv) Each TE 9 {p, q, r, G; p + r, 6, r, n} is a composite T = d,oS where d, is the difJer- 
ential operator and S is some operation in D {p, q, r, G; p, b + r - 1, r, rr}. 
Proof. Define x: 0 {p, q, r, G; a, 6, t, n} --f E:*b(FF.q(G); x) by X(T) = T(t). 
With an easy argument, Theorem (2.3) implies that x is a monomorphism. 
(i) follows immediately from Theorem (3.1). 
To prove (ii), let q be any element of E,“,b(F,“3q(G); x). Construct TED {p, q, r, G; p, b, 
r, n} as follows: 
For any XE 5 and any {x} E EPv4(X; G), take a representative x of {x} and the associated 
map in 5, 
.U : X + F,P*¶(G) 
then ,f*{t> = {.Y>. 
Set T(x) = S*(q), an element of E:vb(X; rr). We claim that the definition of T is inde- 
pendent of the choice of the representatives of {x]. In fact, if y is another representative, 
{x} = {_Y}, then Theorem (2.4) implies that (.?lF,X) = (jIF,X) relative to Fp-,X. Thus by 
the Corollary to the Fundamental Lemma, -f*‘*(q) = y*(q). 
We have proved: T+sD{p,q, r, G;p, b, r, x}. Setting X = F,P*4(G), {x} = {<} SO that 
.? = identity, x(T) = q. 
Being manic and epic, x is thus bijective. 
The proof of (iii) is similar. 
Finally, to prove (iv), we note that d, is an isomorphism (Theorem (3.1)). For any 
TE-~ {p, q, r, G; p + r, 6, r, x}, there is an element VE E,“Sb+r-l(Flp*q(G); x) such that 
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d,(r7) = TiS1, ; then q defines a spectral operation S& {p, 4, r. G; p, b + r - 1, r, x] with 
T= d,oS. 
$4. REhL4RKS 
(i) Let [: H”( , G) ---* H”( . n) by any ordinary cohomology operation, then the fol- 
lowing diagram is commutative for any XE 3, 
i* 
H”(F,+,_lX, F,_,X; G) - H”(F Y, F,_,X; G) 
I 
4’ 
; ; 
i* 
H”(F,+,-, X, F,_,X; G)--+ Hm(FpX, F,_,X; G). 
Therefore, if p + q = n and p + b = m, the Fundamental Lemma (1.2) implies that < 
induces a spectral operation 
T : E;*“( , G) - Efsb( , n). 
Taking X = F!“(G), it follows that the above defined map: < -+ T coincides with the 
one in Theorem (3.2) (ii). 
This illustrates how an ordinary cohomology operation induces a vertical operation 
on z. 
(ii) Many spectral operations have been developed by Araki, Vazquez, Kristensen [4] 
and Kuo [5]. It should be noted that these developed operations are operations on a cate- 
gory different from 5. Indeed, let E be the category of epic simplicial maps (an object is 
an epic simplicial map f: X-, Y), then a functor Y: (2 + 5 is defined by filtering the domain 
X of any f with f-‘( Y(“)), where Y(“) are the skeletons of Y. The operations mentioned 
above are natural transformations of functors on O- 
T : E,P’“( ; G) o Y -+ EfTb( ;TIj0Yfl, 
called (spectral) operations on E ([4, 51). 
Hence every operation on 8 induces an operation on B. However, a non-zero opera- 
tion on 5 may induce a zero operation on 0: and not every operation on 6 is an induced one. 
Specifically, it can be proved that the vertical operation on 8 given by the ordinary Sqi 
induces the zero operation on 0 if i > q, and induces the operation Sqi of [4] if i 5 q; on 
the other hand the cup square operation: Ej’*q -+E,?ps2q on E is non-zero, while by Theorem 
(3.2) there is no non-zero operation of this kind on 5 (except p = r). 
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